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A note from Dr R K Pachauri

‘Quirky’ is possibly the word farthest from our minds when we think of 
nature. But it is a fact that underneath the beauty lies a side of nature that 
is completely out of the ordinary. Not many of us are aware of this facet, 
but once it is introduced to us, we cannot help but be amazed.

This series focuses on the most remarkable, yet little-known wonders 
of the natural world. From the tiniest to the world’s biggest and heaviest 
flower; a fruit that looks like a hand; a desert full of salt; carpenter bees 
and tailor birds; from smoking hills to ringing rocks—these 
are indeed the most peculiar among animals, fruits, flowers, and 
natural phenomena. 

By introducing children to the oddest and strangest, these books are 
sure to imbibe in them an inquisitiveness to learn more about nature. 
At a time and age when our future generations are at risk of getting 
more and more cut off from the world around them, this series will 
rekindle their interest by focusing on the unusual. I hope these pages 
will also instil in young minds a sense of responsibility to care for the 
environment that has so much surprise in store.  

R K Pachauri
Director-General, TERI
Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
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If  there is an animal 
that is a pocket-

sized kangaroo with 
elephant ears, long 
rabbit legs, and even 

longer rat tail, it is the 
jerboa. This tiny creature can 

easily be called the Mickey 
Mouse of  the desert.

Hop till they drop
Jerboas
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The jerboa has a body length of  

two to six inches. It uses its 
long tail as a steering wheel and 

for balance. Jerboas have large 
eyes and a clump of  fur on 
their ears. They stay in their burrows 

during the day and step out after dark 
to feed on insects, seeds, 

and roots. 
They can even outrun a human by 

jumping up to ten feet in 
one leap.

6-7

Jerboas never 
have a thirsty 
moment, and 
they do not 
drink water. 
They get their 
water from the 
food they eat. 

Jerboas are found in the stony deserts of 

North Africa and Arabia.



Home of the Olm

The olm lives in complete darkness, 
only in the underground caves in the 
mountains that run across southern Europe. 

With no light around, it has no need to see, 
and so the olm is blind. 

One look at this bizarre creature and you are sure to 

feel a shiver down your spine. 

Olm
   

 The olm is also called the human fi sh because of the colour of its skin.



8-9

Some varieties 
of olm live up to 
a hundred years!

The olm has a pinkish transparent 
skin through which one can see its 

organs. It grows about eight to ten 
inches long and has a flat tail. 

It breathes through gills at the back 
of  its head.  

This creature hunts for its food using its 

strong sense of  smell. It picks up 

electric signals from its prey 
to find them and swallows them whole. 

Olms don’t really bother too much if  

they cannot find food—they 
can live for ten years 

without eating!



Little devil 
The Texas horned lizard is a peculiar, 
weird, and fascinating animal found in 

the United States and Mexico. This seven-
inch-long lizard looks like a little devil 

with horns on its head. These lizards live in 
burrows in sandy deserts. They warm 

their bodies out in the sun and sneak into burrows to

cool down and  hide. 

Texas horned lizard

The Texas horned lizard loves to eat harvester ants.
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